
 
 

 

 

2018 MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

2
nd

 Sep  Close Up Competition  4
th

 Nov Props Auction 

7
th

 Oct  Lecture – Steve Dela   2
nd

 Dec Xmas Fun Night 

27
th

 Oct  Annual Presentation Dinner   

    

    

              

     

2018 CLUB SHOWS 

w/c 11
th

 September ‘As If By Magic’, Dixon Studio 

13
th

 October  Chancellor Park, Chelmsford (Provisional) 

15
th

 December  Canvey Island Show  

 

 

 

 

CONTACTS 

President - Adrian Fox     Vice President – Oliver Ward  

01702 297983 / 07711 982890    07538 178182 

adrian@adrianfoxmagic.co.uk    oliverwardmagic@icloud.com 

 

 

Treasurer – Tracy Wise     Secretary, Membership & Librarian – Ryan Young  

01702 597002       07854 634592 

tracywise@hotmail.co.uk      ryangyoung@hotmail.co.uk 

 

 

Club Shows Secretary – Richard Graham 

07951 441333  

richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk 
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LAST MEETING – 5
th

 AUGUST – MAGIC WITH EVERYDAY OBJECTS 

The August meeting was a great opportunity to learn some interesting items 

from Ollie Ward, who presented a mini-lecture based on magic that can be 

performed without any special props, using everyday objects. 

 

Ollie covered a lot of material using all sorts of things from iPhones to 

straws; and even demonstrated some pseudo hypnotism effects. 

 

One useful iPhone effect is the ‘Toxic’ Force which allows you to know the 

outcome of a series of random calculations ahead of time. It works like this: 

 

Effect: 

Imagine you open the calculator app on your iPhone. You write a prediction on a piece of paper and 

leave it folded up in full view. You tell your spectator that some random numbers are needed to 

multiply together. So you ask what year they were born. Let's assume they were born in 1982. So 

you type that number into the calculator, and then hit the ‘times’ button. Then you have the 

spectator multiply more numbers such as the month they were born, the day of the month they were 

born, the last 4 digits of their phone number, and any other numbers they like. They multiply them 

all together, then they hit the ‘equals’ key and look at the answer to the equation. When you open 

up the prediction paper that was written at the start, the number on the paper matches the answer on 

the calculator.  

 

Method: 

Here's how it's done, it’s very simple to do. First you have to set up the calculator for the routine, so 

you need to know what the end number is going to be before you start. So decide what number you 

want to use - just make sure it's a large number, say in the 10 millions. You can make this easy to 

remember by using your age as the first two numbers, followed by your birth date and so on. Use 

any number you like but make it easy to remember. Once you've decided what number you want to 

use for the end of the trick and typed it into the calculator, here's the set up. First hit the ‘plus’ key. 

Then tap the ‘zero’ key. Then click the ‘times’ key. Then just close the app.  

 

When you want to perform the trick just open the calculator and you're ready to start entering the 

numbers they name and multiply them all together. After all the numbers are entered and 

multiplied, when they hit the ‘equals’ button at the end, it'll automatically display the number you 

entered at the start of the set up.  

 

It works because you didn't click ‘equals’ before you closed the calculator app during the set up. 

When you perform, you enter the first number the spectator mentions, and then press the ‘times’ 

button - do this as if you're demonstrating what you want them to do. Then you can hand them the 

phone and let them multiply the rest of the random numbers they name. When they look back they'll 

notice that you couldn't have done anything funny because they were the ones that entered all the 

numbers and used the calculator.   

  

Another of Ollie’s demonstrations that had everyone guessing was the unlinking of two drinking 

straws that had been twisted together. If you want to try this little miracle, it’s pretty easy to do and 

you can find all the instructions online here: 

http://magictricksforkids.org/unlinking-drinking-straws/ 

 

Thanks to Ollie for providing such an interesting evening full of great ideas which everyone really 

seemed to enjoy. 
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NEXT MEETING – 2
nd

 SEPTEMBER – CLOSE UP COMPETITION 

Our September meeting will be the annual close-up magic contest where 

we hope to be able to hold a junior and senior competition for the Wilf 

Dent and Robert Ferro trophies respectively. As always, we do need 

advance warning if you intend to enter the competition, so please let 

Adrian know if you’re planning to take part – full contact details are on 

the front page of this newsletter. The stage competition was slightly under-

subscribed this year, and we couldn’t run the junior competition at all, so 

I’m hoping that the close-up contest will be more keenly fought out. But 

we still need to know how many people intend to enter the competition, so 

please don’t just turn up on the night expecting to take part as this may not be possible if we 

have a lot of entries. As always, it’s a case of first come, first served. Competitors need to 

present their close-up act at three tables, and the time restriction is set at no more than ten 

minutes, otherwise points will be deducted for over-running.  

It should be a great night with a lot of guests coming along to watch the magic – and don’t 

forget that even if you’re not taking part your family and friends are very welcome to attend 

and help to create an audience. Admission is free. Look forward to seeing you there! 

For the sake of completeness the full rules for the competition are attached for information. 

  

MENTORING SESSION – THUMB TIPS 

At the last meeting, the idea of a regular 30 minute 

mentoring session (for those that would like it) at the start of 

each meeting was discussed. As a magic club, we should do 

our best to help people improve their magic and learn new 

skills and effects, and these informal mentoring sessions are 

one way of trying to move in the right direction.  

 

The idea seemed to be popular with members and several suggestions were made about areas 

that the sessions could cover; including coin work, the use of thumb tips, rope magic, the use and 

storage of flash products, invisible thread work, and using rough and smooth decks. Other 

suggestions that were discussed include stage craft, presentation techniques and pocket 

management for close up magic. If you have anything you’d like to look at in one of these 

sessions, please let Adrian know and we’ll add it to the list for future sessions.  

 

Although the next meeting is a busy one with the close-up competition running, we’re really 

keen to start this initiative, so the first session will be held at 7.00 for 30 minutes before the 

competition gets under way.  

 

This first get together will take a quick look at the basic use of thumb tips and include a couple 

of easy tricks you can present with one. The session will need to start at 7.00 sharp, so please be 

there on time if you’d like to take part. 

 

CLUB SHOWS 

If you’d like to perform at any of our future shows, either 

with close-up magic or as a stage act, then please contact 

Richard Graham on 01268 783202. Rick will also provide 

details of venue addresses, times and directions as required. 

Our shows are not just one of the ways in which we keep the 

club running successfully from a financial perspective; they 

also offer our members a unique opportunity to perform for 

non-magical audiences, and to practice their routines while 

improving their skills.  

 

 



If you’ve never been involved in one of our shows before, please think about offering some help – 

there’s nothing to lose and everything to gain from practicing with ‘real’ people.  

 

FUTURE 2018 SHOWS 

13
th

 – 16
th

 September As If By Magic, Dixon Studio 

13
th

 October  Chancellor Park School, Chelmsford – Provisional 

15
th

 December  Canvey Island WI show  

 

As you’ll see we could do with a few more bookings, so if anyone has any ideas for people or 

charities we could approach, please let Rick know and we’ll drop them a line.  

 

LAST SHOW 

19
th

 August - As If by Magic promotion day, Royals Shopping Centre 

On 19
th

 August we turned up at the Royals shopping centre for 

the day to perform some mix and mingle magic for the 

shoppers, but more importantly to hand out leaflets for the ‘As 

If by Magic’ shows at the Dixon studio. The idea was to 

encourage people to come and see the shows – it was a PR 

exercise. The flow of people varied all day, and while it was 

fairly busy at some times it was also pretty quiet at others. 

   

Thanks go to the Royals for allowing us to invade their centre 

again, and of course huge thanks also go to all those members who gave up their time and turned 

out to help make the day a success: 

 

Richard Graham and Angela, Don and Carol Simpson, Audrey Heddon, Jake Dolman, Tracy 

Wise, Simon O’Neil, Del Martin, Clive Vaus, Doug Roden, Chris Campos, Margaret Winston, 

Suzanne Barr and Adrian and Gill Fox. Apologies to anyone I may have missed off the list! 

 

2018 ANNUAL PRESENTATION DINNER, 27
th

 OCTOBER   

Don’t forget that we’re taking table bookings for our annual 

dinner which will be held on Saturday 27th October at 

Thorpe Hall Golf Club, Thorpe Bay. 

 

The menu is fantastic and we have some superb cabaret 

lined up for you in the shape of Alexander Wells, a first class professional magician who is 

appearing at the IBM convention this year and is in great 

demand.  

 

The annual dinner is a great night out and not to be missed.  

You can pay a deposit of £10 per person now and the balance 

by the end of September.  Nearer the time Tracy will confirm 

your food order with you. Dress code is smart casual and there 

is plenty of parking at the Golf Club. 

 

Tickets are £30 and payment can be made in cash, cheque, via BACS or even using PayPal. Just 

drop Tracy a line and let her know how many places you would like.  Each table seats 10 guests 

so bring the family and friends and join us in celebrating all that makes our club so great. 

 

Bookings are coming in quite slowly at present and we do need to try and get around 60 people 

there to make it viable, so please do come along if you can – it’s truly a brilliant night out! 

 

 

 

 

 



Here’s the menu again to get your mouth watering....... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIXON STUDIO SHOWS – UPDATE 

The Dixon shows are now less than two weeks away now (!) and 

this is the final running order for each show. Please let your family 

and friends know when you’ll be appearing so that they can 

purchase tickets to come and see you. If you have a social media 

account with Facebook etc, please also drop all your friends a line 

to let them know about the show – we need to try and fill the 

theatre for each show if we can. If all our members could send out 

Facebook posts about the show it would help tremendously, and 

you can download the poster image from the home page of the club 

website (www.southendsorcerers.co.uk) 

 

For backstage help, Ryan is arranging and co-ordinating the back 

stage support this year so if you’d like to help with any of the 

shows in that capacity, could you please just drop him a line to 

confirm when you can help out? (ryangyoung@hotmail.co.uk) 

 

Close uppers – I haven’t heard from too many people about helping out in the foyer before the 

shows and during the interval. If you can help on any day I’d be grateful, so please let me know 

urgently if you want to perform. 

 

Here’s the running order. REALLY IMPORTANT – if there is any problem whatsoever with 

any of this, you must let me know straight away so that I can make any necessary changes ASAP. 
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Shows (we need two ten minute spots from each act): 

 

Wednesday 12
th

 

Compere: Adrian 

Acts: Robbie Wood, Don Simpson and Oliver Ward 

 

Thursday 13
th

 

Compere: Richard 

Acts: Chris Campos & Ryan Young, Jake Dolman and Oliver Tabor 

 

Friday 14
th

 

Compere: Adrian 

Acts: Barry Harvey, Tracy Wise, and Richard Graham 

 

Saturday Matinee 15
th

 

Compere: Adrian 

Acts: Richard Graham, Tracy Wise, Adrian Fox and Barry Harvey 

 

Saturday Evening 15
th

 

Compere: Richard 

Acts: Matty Turner, Adrian Fox and Oliver Tabor 

 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

Tracy Wise – A Very Victorian Murder 

On Sunday 19
th

 October, Tracy presented a new one woman show 

at the Shoebury Hotel, titled ‘A Very Victorian Murder’. 

 

Looking back at the history of the Jack the Ripper murders and 

combining the story with magical effects tied in with the detection 

and forensics of the crimes, the show was really well attended and 

very well received by an enthusiastic audience. Well done to Tracy 

for putting it all together and presenting a fascinating evening of magic and murder! Look out for 

more opportunities to see the show as Tracy will now be performing regularly in various venues. 

 

Huge congratulations also go to Tracy for recently passing her audition for entry into the Magic 

Circle; and also for gaining membership of Psycrets – the British Society of Mystery Entertainers.    

 

MAGIC SHOWS & LECTURES ETC 

 

Pete Firman – Marvels 

Pete Firman is on a new UK tour soon with his ‘Marvels’ show.  

 

Pete is one of the UK's most popular magicians and he's back on the road 

with his astonishing new show. You've seen him on television, now 

experience his trademark blend of laugh-out-loud comedy and jaw-

dropping magic live on stage!  

 

You’ll have seen him on ITV1's ‘Tonight at the London Palladium’ and 

‘The Next Great Magician’, BBC One's ‘The Magicians’, ‘The John Bishop Show’ and ‘The 

Sarah Millican Television Programme’. 

 

He has a string of dates, but the nearest show for us is at the Colchester Arts Centre on 6
th

 

November.  

 

 



Tickets are £16 (£14 concessions) and you can find them and more details with a full tour 

schedule here: 

http://www.petefirman.co.uk/#live 

 

IBM Convention 

The annual IBM convention is running in Southport from 6
th

 – 9
th

 

September, and in recent years the convention has improved out of all 

recognition so it’s a good one to support if you can make it. Appearing this 

year is a whole host of talent, including our own Ollie Ward who is entering 

the close up competition this year – if you want to see his act, he’ll be 

performing it in our own close-up competition this Sunday! 

 

To check out the full line up, you can visit the convention web page here: 

http://britishring.org.uk/convention-countdown/ 

   

If you’re planning on going along, here’s hoping you have a fantastic time! 

 

FINALLY SOME NEW MAGIC TO CHECK OUT 

Here as usual are some of the new items that have come to my attention recently..... 

 

Smoke Devices                      SMOGGLER R by Cigma Magic 

This is the smallest, most powerful smoke device ever made. And 

when I say small, I mean SMALL.  This thing is 10mm x 15mm x 

20mm. Its tiny size makes it highly adaptable to a variety of 

environments and outfits. It also has a wide range of settings: 

wristbands, card mats, shirt collars; you name it. Your imagination is 

the limit! 

 

But the remote control of Smoggler is the highlight. It functions in two different ways. You can 

either press the remote control to switch it on and off, or attach it to your clothes, slightly tilt your 

arms to let GRAVITY do the job. There's actually a gravitational mechanism in the remote control 

that keeps your hands free and mind clear. The switch-on movement can be easily choreographed 

into any routine to enhance the flow of your movements. 

 

The Smoggler R comes with everything you need to start performing right away. One drop of 

Glycerin provides a large continuous cloud of smoke. You receive enough Glycerin for many 

performances, and refills are easily found with the provided information. Smoggler R is also 

extremely practical and a 5 minute charge can last a full 24 hours of use. 

 

Like most smoke devices, this isn’t cheap at $200 from Penguin Magic, but if you want ti 

incorporate smoke into your act, it’s certainly worth a look. You’ll find it here: 

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/10840 

 

 

Cards                        IMPOSSIBLE DOWNLOAD by Benjamin Earl  

People mostly know Ben Earl for beautiful and intricate 

sleight-of-hand. Now he presents a new side of Benjamin 

Earl, with two entirely self-working card tricks, each one an 

exquisite example of smart construction and subtlety. And 

don't be deceived by the words "self-working". These will 

fool you.  

  

Ramjollock — A real magician-fooler, this effect requires 

absolutely no sleight-of-hand at all.  

 

 

http://www.petefirman.co.uk/#live
http://britishring.org.uk/convention-countdown/
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Any pack can be used and this is what happens: a spectator cuts anywhere into a deck and 

remembers the card he cut to and immediately replaces the packet back so the full deck is square. 

The cards are cut and shuffled multiple times by the spectator, and then the selection is moved 

anywhere he likes in the pack. When you take back the deck, you can immediately spread through 

and remove the chosen card.  

 

Red Herring — In a completely free manner a pack of cards is shuffled and a card is remembered. 

The pack is then given any number of shuffles and cuts, and yet the performer is able to instantly 

find the selected card.  

 

Priced at just £12.50 for both downloads, this is a real bargain – watch the video of the two 

performances and you’ll be fooled, I promise you! 

 

Available from Vanishing Magic, you can see the videos here: 

https://www.vanishingincmagic.co.uk/magic-downloads/card-magic-downloads/impossible-ben-

earl/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=BenRJRH&tcbl=67797&te=1

308&tmd=6f7d3c350b&utm_content=button&autoplay=1 

 

 

Books  HOW TO PRESENT YOURSELF TO AN AUDIENCE by Quentin Reynolds    

We’ve been talking a lot about stagecraft recently and for those that are 

interested here’s a little book that just might help..... 

 

Whether you already do a stand-up act, or are a close-up magician 

looking to add a stand-up spot to offer clients, this 28-page A4-size 

publication is crammed with tips and suggestions that will make a huge 

difference to your performance. It's not about how to make your tricks 

and routines better. Rather, it is about making YOU better as a 

performer.  

 

What's discussed here are very much the techniques known by the "old 

pros" of stage and variety and are largely unknown by today's generations of magicians. These 

ideas would likely remain unknown unless you were prepared to hire a first-class director.  

 

Read through and then go and watch some variety acts, be it comedians in comedy clubs, 

magicians at conventions, or burlesque acts, and make notes of what you think could be 

improved upon in their acts. Then go home and make sure you don't make those same 'errors' in 

your own performances.  

 

You will discover... 

How to develop your character 

What is your style? 

Do your clothes actually suit you? 

Tips on being seen and heard 

Tips on making eye contact when you can't see the audience 

How to walk onto a stage 

Eliminating distractions so the focus is on you. After all, you are the most important person in the 

room, aren't you? 

How to correctly hold a microphone 

How to take a curtain call and get maximum applause 

How to develop and script your show 

Three types of pausing and how to use pauses effectively 

References are given to online video clips to help illustrate many of the points made. If you perform 

as a magician or presenter, any one of these tips you use is worth more than your investment.  

 

https://www.vanishingincmagic.co.uk/magic-downloads/card-magic-downloads/red-herring/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=BenRJRH&tcbl=67797&te=1308&tmd=6f7d3c350b&utm_content=link
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So invest in yourself, make these improvements in your performance, and you'll see the amazing 

results in audience reactions! 

 

Propdog stock this really useful little book for just £14.99:   

https://www.propdog.co.uk/How-To-Present-Yourself 

 

 

Mentalism                                                                              IN PLAIN SIGHT by Matt Johnson 

Have you wanted to perform The Magic Square but have 

been afraid to do so? Problem solved!  

 

The Magic Square is an extraordinary piece of magic and 

mentalism that layers the improbable over the impossible. 

For Britain's Got Talent sensation and long-time beard 

aficionado, Matt Johnson, the magic square was nearly 

perfect, except for the amount of intense focus and 

memory work that was required to perform the effect.  

 

Now Matt Johnson delivers a version that strips away all of that memory work and sets this 

powerful classic on easy mode! Never again strain to remember the secret numbers. Never again 

attempt mental gymnastics while you perform. Never again perform a magic square without Matt 

Johnson's ‘In Plain Sight’.  

 

What you receive: 

A hidden In Plain Sight gimmick that makes The Magic Square easy! 

Matt Johnson's version -- perfect for both close-up and stage! 

Nearly an hour of expert instruction taught by Matt Johnson 

100% confidence when performing The Magic Square 

Focus entirely on your performance and your applause cue! 

Hit the easy button on The Magic Square. It adds up to foolproof results that are hidden 

entirely In Plain Sight. 

 

In Plain Sight is available from Saturn Magic (and other dealers) and will cost around £23. You can 

see it here: 

 

https://www.saturnmagic.co.uk/saturn-magic-shop/in-plain-sight--gimmick-and-online-instructions-

-by-matt-johnson.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s about it for this month everyone – send any articles for next month’s newsletter  

to Adrian for publishing. 
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SOUTHEND SORCERERS - CLOSE UP COMPETITION RULES 

Entry into the Competition is open to fully paid-up members of the society, but there can be no more than 

10 competitors in total, in order to fit in to the evening’s time schedule.  Competitors must register with 

the competition secretary in advance and entrants will be received on a first come, first served basis. Late 

entries may be accepted at the Committee’s discretion. 

 

Both Junior and Senior competitions will run on the same evening. Entrants for the junior competition 

must be aged under 16 at the time of the competition. Seniors must be aged 16 or over at the time of the 

competition. Junior members will compete for the Wilf Dent Cup. Senior members will compete for the 

Robert Ferro cup. The winners will receive and retain the cup for one year and will also receive 

commemorative plaques to keep, presented at the club’s annual dinner in October.  

 

Under normal circumstances, there should be a minimum of 2 entrants for each section of the 

competition in order for it to run. However in the event of only one junior or senior wishing to 

participate, they may do so but must attain a minimum score (determined by the committee) to 

be awarded the trophy. 
 

The order of performances will be decided by the drawing of cards before the competition begins. Each 

competitor will then perform their act at 3 separate tables. Each competitor will present a close-up 

routine, of more than two effects, in no more than ten minutes.  The timekeeper will monitor the period 

allowed for each presentation precisely, and will signal an audible ‘2 minutes to go’ warning after eight 

minutes have elapsed. Another signal will be sounded at ten minutes. After that signal the timekeeper will 

deduct points for competitors running over the allotted time. For each minute (or part thereof) over time, 

5 points will be deducted from the competitor’s total score. 

 

The effects used by each competitor must be such that they can be carried on the person of the 

competitor. The same routine will be performed three times, once at each table. Competitors may not alter 

or vary their routines in any way once the competition has begun.   

 

There will be a short "change over" period between sessions, to allow marks to be registered and for 

competitors to reset as necessary.   

 

There will be three judges in total – 2 lay people and one magician. Judges will be identified to 

participants and should not be selected as volunteers by any of the performers. There will be one judge 

sitting at each of the three performance tables. 

 

Score sheets will be made up with the competitor’s name and copies given to the judges, compere and 

timekeeper. 

  

The magical judge will score on magical content, presentation and entertainment.  The lay judges will 

score on entertainment value only. The magical judge’s score sheet will include an optional box to record 

any feedback for the competitors. 

 

Each judge can award a maximum of twenty points in each category for each competitor. Thus, a 

maximum of 100 points may be awarded for each competitor. 

 

Deductions for time penalties will be made and then each competitor’s score will be independently 

verified; and the Committee’s decision as to the winner is final.  In the event of a tie, joint winners will be 

announced and each winner will retain the trophy for a six month period. 

 


